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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
The control and management of manufacturing in-
ventory is deservedly receiving increased attention from 
business managers in industry . Business analysts have 
found that in company after company, inventory, in various 
forms, can amount to 5o% or more of the net worth of the 
firm. At the same time, managers have found that they can 
get by with much smaller inventories and less investment in 
materials . 1 Therefore , scientific inventory control has 
become the by- word of today's managers. Rising interest 
rates, coupled with increased production costs, have 
prompted businessmen to apply modern techniques to con-
trolling inventory levels. As a result of the application 
of these modern methods, however, controlling inventories has 
become more complex and more costly. 
Inventories have been called the "graveyard" of 
American business because they so often have been the cause 
of business failure. The risk attached to an investment 
in inventory is great because of the present conditions of 
2 
style and design competition. The market place is extremely 
~. P. Fiske , "Control and Valuation of Inventor-
ies", National Association of Cost Accountants , New York, 
1941 
1 
volatile making the useful life for some products very 
short because other more improved products are constantly 
appearing. Another factor that has aggravated the 
problem of managing inventories has been the trend toward 
product diversification over the past 25 years.3 Many 
products, however, have more parts, rather than fewer, 
despite repeated attempts to simplify individual products. 
For instance, IBM's new Selectric typewriter, with no 
moving carriage, requires over 2000 separate parts. When 
such complex engineered products exist in a competitive 
atmosphere of yearly model changes and intermittent speci-
fication changes, controlling costs as well as quality is 
almost impossible without forceful management of the many 
materials involved.4 A company that stocks 10,000 parts 
in 30 different warehouses has the equivalent of 300,000 
part numbers to control. 
Because managers are generally aware that high 
inventory investment means reduced profits, a depressed 
return on investment, and a poor reflection of their man-
agement, some have reduced inventory levels far below good 
inventory practice. High operating costs have resulted in 
many cases, from interrupted production schedules, increased 
transportation costs, as well as, high setup costs. 
3N. V. Reinfeld, Production Control, (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J. Prentice-Hall, 1959) Page 221 
4w. A. Bussard,"'Management of Materials--A Reap-
praisai', Proceedings of Apics National Conference (Chicago, 
Illinois, 1961) Page 23 
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Many have gone from "beneficial excesses " to "bare essentials." 
The goal should be to maintain the lowest possible inventory 
consistent with good sense and low cost. 
This paper will be limited to the discussion of 
raw materials which will include the basic raw materials, 
purchased parts, and purchased subassemblies. It is estimated 
that 40% of total inventory in manufacturing plants includes 
this form of inventory.5 Further, this paper will be limited 
to intermittent and continuous production plants where raw 
material inventories are kept in stock without reservation 
for particular orders. This means that job shop operations, 
where materials are procured for specific orders will not be 
discussed. 
Chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis will cover the ob-
jectives of an inventory system and the factors affecting the 
general policies that top management must consider in estab-
lishing the ground rules for lower echelons to follow . In 
Chapter 3, various systems of inventory control will be pre-
sented with particular emphasis on the advantages and disad-
vantages of each method. In Chapter 4, inventory control 
procedures, both manual and electronic, will be described as 
well as the advantages of each system in different sets of 
circumstances. Physical control and layout for storeskeeping 
will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
5Thomas M. Stanbach JR, Inventory Fluctuations and 
Economic Stabilization, a report by U. s . Congressional Joint 
Economic Committee (1961) Page 25 
3 
Chapter 5 will present the results of investigation 
of the inventory control systems and procedures currently 
being used in two local manufacturing plants. This writer 
is currently installing a system of controlling inventories 
at the plant of a Greater Boston battery manufacturer. The 
objectives, problems encountered, methods adopted, and pre-
liminary results of thi s work will be related in their en-
tirety in Chapter 6. 
The over-all objective will be to present the 
groundrules for good inventory control, some methods of con-
trolling inventories, and some practical examples in inven-
tory management from local manufacturers. 
4 
CHAPTER 2 
Planning For Inventory Control 
Objectives of an Inventory System 
The goal of a good inventory system is to main-
tain the smallest possible inventory consistent with good 
sense and low cost. Inventories are carried in order to 
give immediate or reasonable service to a using source, and 
also to save money by keeping production moving by storing 
raw materials and purchased parts close to production facil-
ities. These materials are purchased with the idea that when 
we buy in large quantities we get a price break.5 It must 
be remembered, however, that although money is saved by 
buying in large quantities, it also costs money to acquire 
and maintain inventories because of the cost of space, taxes, 
insurance, the risk of obsolescence and the investment in 
working capital funds. Therefore, the objective should be 
to buy in economic quantities to reduce the cost of both 
the purchase and the maintenance of materials. The following 
should be the main objectives of a good inventory system.6 
A,. Clerical 
1. The system is selective. The greatest amount of 
time, money, and energy should be spent controlling 
5Reinfeld, Production Control, Page 220 
6J. T. Padley, Apics Bulletin, April 1, 1961. '"A 
New Look at I nventory Management and the Retailer" 
5 
the most important items in terms of dollars. 
2. It includes ordering rules which determine when 
and how much of an item to order. 
3. It is economical to operate and tends to minimize 
inventory carrying and ordering costs. 
4. Record keeping is complete, accurate and current. 
5. Supports high level of customer service by pre-
venting stockouts . 
B. Physical Storekeeping 
1. Receive, store and issue material. 
2. Stores area is flexible and can be adjusted to 
changing conditions. 
3. First in, first out should be utilized to avoid 
shelf wear, obsolescence and damage. 
4. Responsibility for stores should be assigned to 
one individual . 
Relationship of Management Planning to Inventory Control 
The idea of inventory control implies the regu-
lation of dollars invested in inventory within certain pre-
determined limits. The responsibility for material inventory 
policies must rest with top management which must set these 
limits.7 Inventory investment must be coordinated with the 
total financial policy of the firm. Management must set the 
direction and limits within which it is the function of 
7G. B. Carson, Production Handbook, nMaterials 
Control and Standardization 11 (2nd Ed; New York: Ronald Press, 
1958) Section 4, Page 4 
6 
control to keep the business operating. There must be 
planning to have contro1. 8 It is the lack of policy rather 
than the lack of control that explains many business failures. 
The role of inventory management is to define the policy 
within which inventory control, a line function, must operate 
and keep production rolling. Unless the broad and basic 
policies are laid down by top management, the detailed oper-
ating policies and procedures necessary for effective pro-
vision and control of materials cannot be developed properly 
by the manufacturing organization. 
The establishment of inventory policies provides 
a guide for all operating personnel who have to make the 
day-to-day decisions regarding material and inventory. 
Such policies, therefore, should provide full flexibility 
to permit the operating people to exercise judgment in 
meeting new conditions as they arise.9 
The general policy that is set up by top manage-
ment is affected by a number of important factors. These 
factors include the type of industry engaged in, the nature 
of the manufacturing process , the lead time required to 
purchase materials, the sales forecast, the delivery 
promises that must be made to customers for finished 
products, and the current state of the economy. For 
instance, in some of the process industries such as in 
8Fiske, National Association Cost Accountants, 1941 
9carson, Production Handbook, Sect. 4, Page 4 
7 
stee l and chemicals, the price of raw materials has an 
important effect on the profit and loss statement, so that 
top management may indicate how much raw material to buy. 
In intermittent production shops or continuous operations, 
although certain basic inventories are maintained, the 
usual procedure is to do little speculat ive buying, but to 
maintain balanced inventories. Another consideration is 
the length of time (lead time) needed to procure materials 
f rom vendors. If materials can be received only one day 
after placing an order, then a smaller inventory should be 
maintained as compared to a thirty day lead time, where at 
least a thirty day supply should be maintained. The sales 
forecast is another factor to be considered. A steady 
sales picture permits an even flow of incoming materials, 
whereas seasonality of sales and production normally re-
quire a buildup of inventory items in preparation for a 
surge in demand due to promotional efforts and stocking by 
dealers. Because of competitive pressures, certain indus-
tries, such as in the appliance industry, must be prepared 
to ship at once upon receipt of an order. Other industries, 
such as in elevator manufacture, can receive the order, 
order the materials and then manufacture. The shorter 
the quoted delivery time, the greater the amount of inven-
tory that has to be carried by the manufacturer. If pos-
sible, this inventory should be carried close to the fin-
ished goods stage. 
8 
The current state of the economy is another fac-
tor to consider in establishing inventory policy. Periods 
of recession might dictate a reduced rate of production and, 
therefore, a cutback in required materials needed in produc-
tion. Increased sales, on the other hand, might require 
higher raw material inventories . 
Many firms, particularly small ones, may have 
financial limitations on the amount of money that can be 
invested in materials. Overbuying could put them in the 
position of not being able to pay for purchased materials, 
or tying up cash when it could be used for other current 
needs. 
It is obvious, therefore, that there are a great 
number of factors to consider in establishing, and periodically 
adjusting, inventory policy . The failure to consider any one 
of the above factors could result in faulty policy and inef-
fective control of materials . It is the obligation of top 
management to constantly appraise the results of established 
policies and to adjust them to current conditions in the 
industry and the economy. The following are some of the 
areas in which top management policies are most essential. 10 
1. The delivery time quoted customers for each product. 
2. The maximum amount of capital to be tied up in inventory. 
3. Desired inventory turnover rate. 
1°carson, Production Handbook, Sect . 4, Pages 5-6 
9 
4. The degree of protection desired for normal manufac -
turing operations. Protection needed in the event of strikes 
by suppliers' changes in raw material prices, etc. 
10 
CHAPTER 3 
Systems of Inventory Control 
Thus far we have discussed the factors involved 
in controlling over-all inventory. Consideration must 
also be given to individual item control within the inven-
tory framework. It is entirely possible to carry an ex-
cessive total inventory and still be out of individual items 
causing production delays and high setup costs. The follow-
ing chapter will present systems which can be used to reduce 
stockouts and to better control individual items. 
Informal Inventory Control Systems 
A. Two Bin System 
Probably the oldest and least scientific method 
of controlling materials is the two bin system, or the bin 
tag method. This method simply involves the storage of 
materials in two connecting bins . When the stock in one 
is depleted, an order is placed to replenish the supply of 
this bin. In some systems, a tag is attached to the second 
bin so that when material begins to be used from that bin, 
the tag is turned in to inventory control in order to re-
plenish the supply. This system could be used for storage 
of small parts in bags, the same principle applies. Although 
the two bin method is used primarily for storage of small 
items the same idea can be ap plied to large, bulky items 
without bins. A sheet of paper can be inserted between items 
11 
at a reorder point. When that point is reached the paper is 
turned in for a reorder. 
The only real advantage to this method is that it 
is simple to operate and is automatic. There are many dis-
advantages, however, which,from a scientific viewpoint, seem 
to outweigh any advantages. For instance, the amount re-
ordered may be an excessive amount, or on the other hand, 
may be an inadequate amount. Little thought is afforded to 
usage rates, but more consideration is given to filling an 
empty bin which may not need filling at all. Another dis-
advantage is that stores must be assigned to the control of 
one person who has the ri ght to issue material and turn in 
a tag for reorder. If a foreman or a material's handler is 
allowed to withdraw material, the system will deteriorate 
because the tags will be destroyed or misplaced. Other 
problems arise when items are stored in more than one loca-
tion and these areas must be physically checked prior to 
placing a new order. 
A modification of this system is to maintain per-
petual record cards for each type of material, recording 
usage, receipts, on order, and other information. This per-
mits quick reference to stock levels, material at other lo-
cations, as well as when the receipt of new material can be 
expected. But, maintaining these records involves high 
clerical expense and posting errors frequently create dif-
ferences between stock records and actual on-hand inventory. 
12 
~hsical inventories should, therefore, be frequent. 
B. Dollar Limitations 
One of the controls used for controlling raw 
materials is on a dollar limitation basis. In many cases, 
maximum dollar limits are set for each of the various classes 
of raw material items. If the maximum figure for sheet steel 
is .. 10,000 and the accounting department says that $ 10,000 
worth of this steel is on hand, the limit has been reached 
and no order would be placed. This method effectively holds 
inventories within bounds. However, there is a danger that 
uneconomical practices might result if items are ordered 
frequently and in small uneconomical lots. For instance, if 
$ 8,000 worth of steel is on hand, a $2,000 reorder might not 
be economical, whereas a $5,000 reorder a week later might 
be. Inventory controls based on dollar limits must be ad-
ministered judiciously or high procurement costs will result. 
c. Time Limitations 
Time limitations are usually used in conjunction 
with dollar limitations, although time-limit control can be 
effectively used alone. For instance, a $ 10,000 limit might 
normally be a one-month limit, or a one-month limit can be 
used alone. Time limits on individual items vary among com-
panies and usually change from time to time, depending on 
conditions. The time limit must be converted into units for 
each item that is controlled under this system; thus a one-
month supply may be 100 units. The reorder quantities that 
are derived from time limits are written on the stock record 
13 
~ards, and this is the amont ordered at any one time . Gen-
erally , the lower the time-limit , the lower the total inven-
tory will be, and the danger of loss through price declines 
or obsolescence is reduced . The system is flexible since 
time limits can be readily changed . As in the dollar-limit 
system, however, economic order quantities are again neglected. 
Careful judgment must be used before placing reorders. 
Safety Stock 
Safety, or buffer stocks are needed because of the 
following reasons: 
1 . To cover any delays in the time between the placement of 
an order and the receipt of the material. 
2 . To cover any unusual usage during the lead time . See 
figure 3 on page 23. 
The safety stock should not be counted on when placing a re-
order since it is hoped that this material will not be used. 
However, if it is used, this inventory must be replenished 
when the next order is placed. This allowance can be made 
by changing the order frequency or by increasing the amount 
of the reorder . Safety stocks can be used in the reorder 
point system, the periodic order system or any other system 
that is used . 
Two pieces of information are needed before estab-
lishing safety stocks: 
1. The distribution of differences between forecast and 
actual demand over the lead time, and how often the demand 
~xceeds tho forecast. 
2. Ag reem.ent as to how frequent runouts may be allowed to 
occur. Tnis second poi n t implies a m nag ement decision on 
hoH much investment can b e allocated to carrying safety 
stoc :es and what t he cost in poor customer service would be. 
Thi s cost is diffi cult t o determine since poor service may 
result in either reduced sales to the customer or even total 
loss of his a ccount. 
The cost of maintaining s afety stocks is very higho 
'I'he best functioning i nv entory system l.Jill plan for some 
stockouts. For example , in a study made at t he Bell Telephone 
Laboratories by R. H. 1r!i lson, the following inventory require-
ments were es timated as necessary to give a desired level of 
t ' . 18 pro eC'GlOn. 
Doll a r Inventory Re qui r ed to 
"Never11 Run Out 
IN\Jlt•.ITC\..: ,'( 
1----------- --- ·- --- -·- --·· 
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Chart 1 
18Reinfeld , ? ·, oC:t<.ction Con t:::."' ol, Page 271· 
~ -------------------------·-
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Because safety stocks are expensive to maintain, 
it is suggested here that protective cushions be established 
only for key, critical, items that must be on hand for pro-
duction to continue. For all other items eliminate the 
safety stock. Care must be exe r cised, however, to note ab-
normal usage at any time so that items can be reordered or 
expedited as needed. rt is suggested that this procedure is 
undoubtedly cheaper than maintaining fat, excessive inven-
tories . It has been the writer's experience that whenever 
safety stocks have been maintained, specification changes 
or sudden withdrawl of the product from the market have 
created oversized obsolete stocks . In addition, it has been 
found that safety stocks are vulnerable to damage, create 
crowded storage areas, and reduc e inventory turnover . 
Occassional stockouts , then, should be accepted as the price 
of operating with a minimum inventory . Needless to say , the 
object is not to run out of any material at any time, but 
this should be accomplished through vigilance and expediting 
when necessary . 
Supplier Bank Stocks 
In today's extremely competitive economy a new 
technique has evolved that has helped manufacturers keep 
inventories low . They now demand that suppliers keep on 
hand,at all times,a predetermined amount of material for 
immediate shipment to them. This means that manufacturers 
are now utilizing suppliers in order to reduce carrying 
costs . Inventories, then, can be kept at a minimum and the 
16 
supplier maintains t he saf ety stock. The system works even 
better when the suppli er is in the same geographical area 
and the manufacturer can get overnight delivery of raw ma-
terials. 
Of course, suppliers demand that the users have 
a financial responsibil i ty for the material i f it cannot be 
used for any other customer. Very often,specif ications of 
t he manufacturer are changed on a "running change" basis in 
order to deplete both in-plant inventory and supplier bank 
stock. If the change is i mmediate, the user must bear the 
financial loss since the material was made to his specifi ca-
tions. Sometimes only scrap value can be absorbed from this 
obsolete material. 
Formal Inventory Control Systems 
Inventory systems which involve formalized pro-
cedures and more complex clerical methods are often used, 
particularly by the larger manufacturers. These systems are 
usually based on reorder points utilizing minimum-maximum 
limits and economic order quantities, or periodic order 
systems based on time. With either system the distribution-
by-value approach can be used to better control the high 
value items of inventory. These formal procedures will be 
presented below. 
A. Reorder Point System 
1. Minimum-Maximum Controls 
An automatic method of controlling inventory is 
17 
the maximum-minimum system. When the item goes down near 
the minimum, it will be reordered in a predetermined amount 
that will bring it near the maximum point. The maximum-
minimum system involves the establishment of maximum stocks 
based on reordering quantities which are in turn based on time 
or dollar limits or economic lots . This system leaves very 
little discretion to the stock clerks. 
2. Economic Order ~uantity 
Much has been written about the Economic Order 
Quantity since the concept was first introduced about 1912. 
Since that time, there have been many changes and refinements 
made in EOQ formulae, but basically the theory remains the 
same. The idea is to balance the cost of procurement against 
the cost of carrying the inventory . On the one hand, the 
cost of issuing a purchase order must include the cost of 
the creation of the order itself, expediting costs, receiving, 
warehousing, incoming inspection, and any setup costs . Set-
up costs , because of their variation , may have to be prorated 
over all materials proportionately . Carrying costs, on the 
other hand, include interest , taxes , insurance, storage and 
handling, obsolescence and deterioration ~ and other costs.ll 
If too much money is tied up in inventory, either to get 
quantity discounts or to reduce administrative costs of fre-
quent ordering, the carrying costs may be so high that it 
11Thomson M. Whitin, The Theory of Inventory 
Mana~ement , (Princeton, N. J . , Princeton University Press, 
1953 
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1-iill Hipe 0-:.1t quantity C:i scount savings and end up in a 
higher cos ts than a moderate inventory, t-Jhich may have higher 
unit cost. 12 
Carrying minimum inventory levels is not neces -
sari ly good inventory control. Sound inventory control 
strives for balanced inventories at minimum total costs. 
Total costs are minimiz ed Hhen cost s of procurement and 
carrying, together, are minimum . Since these costs are in-
versely correlated, that is, as one g oes up and the other 
g oes down, cost and quan tity analysis is ne c essary to de -
termine the 11 right 11 quantity. For exarnple, consider an i tern 
whos e annual usage is valued at $ 1200, and f or which cost of 
Correlation of Order Value and Total Inventory Cost 
., 
4 t1i () ::; 
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vincent de ?. Goubeau, A?ICS 3ULIETIJ,· July, 1962, 
11 E.xecuti ve App rais al of Jche . Prod·.J.c 'c:i. .:::,:1 ~:: Inventory Control 
Function" 
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procurement is ~~4.00 pe:..' order and where carrying rates are 
O% of inventory investment o13 In the above exhibit it can 
be seen that buying in large quantities, less frequently , 
increases carrying cost s above the optimum of ~? 15 00, the 
brea even point. Buying in smaller quanti tie s , more often, 
increases procurement c ost above ~ 16oOO, the optimw • Re -
ducing one cost, then, is at the expense of the other. The 
follovJ ing s chedule will indic ate g aphically how the above 
exhibit would loo • 
Bre c: ·-Even Point 
Procurement and Carrying Cos ts 
1 o • . . ~ ... Co·::·r 
---- C..A ;:_ \">.. 'i 1 t-' ', ~ 0'..> ,· 
Number of Orders 
Fi gure l 
Various formulae for calculating the EOQ have been 
derived but none should be resorted to as a precise and in-
fallible tool for cont rolling inventorie s , but rather, they 
provide an excellent means for supplementing j udgment and 
Inventor y 
1960) 
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systematize the approach to be used. One formula s uggested 
is the following:14 Q=i 2. ~A ' 
The symbols are defined as follows: 
~=order quantity in dollars 
C=ordering costs in dollars per year 
A=annual use in dollars per year 
K=carrying charges in dollars per $ 100.00 per year 
Q will give the most economical dollar value to buy at one 
time to get the lowest over all unit cost of purchas i ng the 
material and carrying it in stores. There are many differ-
ences of opinion of the values assigned to C and K above 
since some firms might include factors that others do not 
feel are important. 
I n order to get the number of month's supply to 
be ordered at one t ime, the following formula may be used: 15 
24xP 
IM 
The symbols are define~ as follows: 
NM=number of month's supply to order each time 
!=carrying charge per year in decimals 
P=procurement cost 
M=monthly usage at cost 
14carson, Producti on Handbook, Sect. 5, Page 29 
l5Reinfeld, Production Control, Page 256 
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For example: L=l6 2/3% (1/6), P=$16.00, M=$256.00 
NM= 24 x 16 = 3 Months 
176 256 
Various formulae can be used to determine economic 
lot sizes, but the results in every case must be subject to 
the exercise of judgment by purchasing and inventory control 
personnel. EOQ formulae can be adopted from standard text-
books on the subject but they, too, must be carefully an-
alyzed to determine their ap plicability to the operation and 
to the desired objective. One local manufacturer has used 
an EOQ formula for many years and just recently determined 
that it is no longer valid. They are now creating a new one 
which more closely reflects inventory policy and more mean-
ingful objectives. 
Another limitation is in the cost of computing 
EOQ formulae. Lf the EOQ is used on many items, there could 
be high clerical expense in computing formulae daily. In 
addition, only approximate reliability can be counted on 
since it is impossible to forecast future needs and t h e 
possibility of obsolescence. Further, economic lots have 
only transitory validity since changes occur in demand, costs, 
and other factors. 
3. Reorder Point 
We have already discussed the problems of how much 
to order and how that can be determined. A second important 
factor to consider is when to order. The order poi nt is that 
quantity of inventory adequate to satisfy "normal" usag e over 
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1norma n procure nent l e.s.. time. l6 
. ecessa •ily, t is involves an analysis of balances 
on hand, procurenent le ad times, average usage, and safe ty 
stocks. IP-ventory must be segregated into ltJorh'"ing stock and 
a safety or protective s tock, if one is needed~ vorking 
stoc k is that material ordered for anticipated usage. Safety 
stocks, which have alre ady been discussed in t hi s section, 
is a cushion or essenti a lly a fixed, useless type of inven-
tory, r epresenting fat in an othervJise we ll controlled pro-
cess. Belmv- are reorder points on t wo diagrams, one without 
safety stocks and one with safety stocks. 
Order Points 
Figure 2 
I 
• :~ ';- .- ~-... r- .... I 
,. 
-- .. -
~f.---=\· .. ' ·:... :\ .. >- ~.:....-::~ ~') 
/<.1/C .>..: •/::.:---'· ·,,_, 
------------------~~e'~-----------------------------------
16 DeRose, Pri~ ; iplo s and Tecr~iques o_ Invento£! 
Cont rol, Pages 13-16 
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Ln figure 2, where there is no protection against 
stockouts, there is danger that increased usage or slow 
delivery by the supplier could cause production slow-downs. 
In figure 3, however, the safety stock, although normally 
unused, prevented a stockout. 
There are a number of different ways to determine 
the order point. One way is to determine the usage in time 
of the economic order quantity, deduct the normal lead time 
from that figure and the order point is the result. For 
instance, if it takes twenty days to deplete the EOQ and it 
takes five days to replenish stocks, order every fifteen 
days. The buffer or safety stocks should not be considered 
in this calculation since these will be used only if the 
usage rate increases or if the supplier cannot deliver with-
in the normal five-day period. Each vendor and type of 
material should be examined for imperfections in thi s system. 
If safety stocks are not used, some expediting mi ght be 
needed, but that could be cheaper than carrying high value 
material in stock for even a short period. 
There are ready made "Reorder Wheels" available on 
the market that quickly determine when to order. There are 
also precise mathematical computations that could be pre-
sented here, but both are of doubtful value in this presenta-
tion. In any event, it is important to repeat that each 
time material is ordered, both the quantity and the reorder 
point must be revi ewed individually, because formulae and 
charts are only tools, not brains. 
B. Pe riodic Order Sysvem 
.nother wi ely used method of cont~olling inven-
tory is the periodic orde r system in wh ich materials are 
automatically reviewed periodically, (da ily, weekly, monthly , 
etc . ) This system is b a sed on time rathe r than quantity. 
T _e maximlla nmaber of pieces, or number of days' supply, is 
established by the EOQ a nd when the item is reviewed, the 
ba ance needed is ordere do The period of time betHeen re-
views should recogniz e purchasing lead time, a safety factor, 
if one is used, and any expected abnorma l usag • 
Periodic Re ordering Workshe et 
~------~~------------------~----~-------~~~-·---·~------~~~~~-----~ 
~·-.>- ··. :--..10 
, _., -~ . \ODD I - 000 , ~ COO 10C..;J 
-··-·- -----··---·--~- .. ,, ····--,.---;---· -~-- ·-- -·~- -- ___ _..,. ....... _-
\ ' 
1--~------- ----·---- . -
Chart 3 
The above peri odic reordering work sheet is pre-
pared by exploding the )re duction sche dule to determine re-
quirements and comparing it with "on-handu and 11 in-sight 11 in-
ventory. This would me an that each item is reviewed each 
time the production sche dule is issu.ed t-Jhich is normally on 
a onth ly basis. This :e~ture can, an d usua_ly is, altered 
17
carson, P_ro~ 1UC~l·o~_. iJanuo l Se ct 4 
- ~ " - - -- c;;. :) • ' Page 31 
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so that not everything is checked at once. Classes of ma-
terials are normally reviewed together. For instance, the 
above chart could be for only one class of items which are 
reviewed monthly. It could also be for a class of items re-
viewed semi-annually with a long term production forecast. 
T"lil..e writer has established a combination of the periodic 
order system and a distribution by value approach (to be dis-
cussed in the next section) at the plant of a local battery 
manufacturer. Below is a simplified schedule used for re-
viewing classes of raw materials periodically. 
A Items B Items C Items D Items 
Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly 
Lead-Type 11 Cases Covers Cartons + 
Inner Pack-
Lead-Type 12 Separators Battery Lacquer ing 
Oxide-Positive Acid Stencil Paint Decals 
Oxide-Negative Vent Caps Staples 
Oxide Additives Guarantee 
Forms 
Acid Bottles 
This system is essentially a distribution by value 
method in which items are checked periodically at the end of 
the period shown above. Another class of items has been 
added in order to correspond more closely to time intervals. 
The items which are physically inventoried daily are the high 
value items. Lead time in acquiring this material is one day 
from lead processing plants in Brooklyn, New York, and Perth 
Amboy, New Jersey. Normally , however, a three-day supply is 
maintained so that the pickup of raw materials can be 
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QOordinated with the company owned trucking fleet. 
The system is easily adjusted for wide seasonal 
variations in production and sales. For instance, when the 
production level is high, the maximums are increased on each 
type of material. If a one week's supply of battery cases 
is maintained in the slack season, a two week supply may be 
maintained during peak production periods. 
In the periodic order system the interval between 
reorders is the amount determined by the economic order for-
mula. For instance, if the EOQ is 100 units, and it normally 
takes six weeks to use up this 100 units, and the lead time 
is two weeks, the item should be checked each month. How-
ever , a safety stock of one week might be included, making 
the period between reviews a three week interval. Safety 
stocks may be used in both the reorder point system and the 
periodic order system. 
One factor that Inust be cons i dered in using any one 
of the systems discussed is that judgment, and careful analy-
sis, must be exercised before reordering inventory items. 
No system, either formal or informal , is completely auto-
matic, and judicial review must be made before making deci-
s i ons on whether to reorder or not. 
Distribution By Value 
A method of control that is often used with the 
inventory systems just described is the Distribution By 
Value concept. At the outset it was noted that a good 
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Lnventory system is selective; that is, the greatest amount 
of time, money, and energy should be spent controlling the 
most important items in -terms of dollars. 
Inventory items can be segregated into value cate-
gories and used with the order point system or the periodic 
order system. With the order point system, the minimum-max-
imum limits can be set higher with low value items and lower 
with high value items. The EOQ should, in most cases, cor-
relate quite well with the ABC system since the EOQ considers 
carrying charges and annual use in dollars. 
_It is generally accepted that approximately 20% of 
the inventory items in a manufacturing firm account f or 75% 
to 80% ot the dollars invested in inventory. A simple graph 
will show this relationship. r------r-- -------... -· ___ . ......--..--. .... - ·~ 
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Fi gur e 4 
18Reinteld, Production Control, Page 236 
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This method developed originally by General Electric 
Company, called the ABC method is one of the most popular in 
industry today. Very simply it means that the A items which 
are fewest in number and greatest in value are controlled 
very closely so that they are ordered more frequently but in 
lesser amounts in order to minimize investment in inventory. 
B items are intermediate items which may represent 10% to 20% 
of the total quantity of items and may make· up 15% to 20% of 
the total expenditures for material. These items are of 
secondary importance because they do not require as detailed 
and close control as A items, but they need more attention 
and control than C items. The C items are greatest in number 
and smallest in value and the controls can be loose, even 
eliminating stock record cards but maintaining only annual 
usage figures. So then, the total inventory of raw materials 
may include two weeks' A items on hand, one month's B items, 
and three months' C items. Another simplified example of the 
ABC method is as follows: 19 
A. B. C. Method 
Number of items versus percent of value 
c. 1 24 2 c l\ 
Chart 4 
19carson, Production Manual, Sect. 4, Page 32 
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From the above, it will be noted that only 9% of 
the items account for 75% of the dollars invested, and 71% 
of the items account for only 8% of the investment. This, 
of course, means that close control of the expensive A items 
will save more investment dollars than will close control of 
the inexpensive C items. 
As mentioned previously, a combination of the ABC 
concept and an inventory system normally works better in 
manufacturing than does the inventory system alone. For 
example, it was noted that the distribution by value method 
and the periodic order system have worked well for the writer. 
Inventory systems should be modified and tailored to fit the 
situation and conditions existing at one particular plant . 
The same system will probably not work at another plant in 
the same company or in the same industry. Small plants 
should strive for simplicity in controlling inventories in 
order to reduce overhead costs in records maintainance, while 
larger operations necessarily use more complex systems with 
electronic data processing and higher administrative costs. 
But in large or small operations, simplicity and automaticity 
should be the objective in order to reduce inventory acquisi-
tion and carrying costs. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Operating Procedures for Inventory Systems 
Chapter 4 will deal primarily with recordkeeping 
systems used to keep inventory information current and infor-
mative. These records can be posted perpetually or periodic-
ally, manually or by data processing methods. Examples of 
each of these systems will be illustrated. In addition, 
this chapter will discuss the physical storage of inventory 
items and its relation to these recordkeeping systems. 
Manual Systems 
The maintenance of accurate and current inventory 
records is an indispensable tool in controlling individual 
inventory items. The posting of these stock records can be 
done either perpetually or periodically. If a perpetual in-
ventory system is used, material receipts and issues are 
posted and the balance on hand is calculated each time there 
is activity on the item. Periodic postings, on the other 
hand, involve only receipts of material as well as periodic 
physical counts. Usage figures can be easily calculated with 
either the perpetual or periodic inventory systems. 
There are many varieties of inventory control cards 
which may be used with the systems described. Each has ad-
vantages in terms of ease of working with the cards, visual 
characteristics, and information included on them. It should 
be emphasized, however, that these cards are merely tools to 
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~ecord and present information in usable form. No control 
is obtained unless these cards are properly analyzed and 
decisions made and implemented in line with the policies and 
objectives of the company. Material record systems are now 
obtainable in the form of large rotary drums, tub files with 
cards overlapped horizontally, or drawer files with cards 
overlapped vertically. These systems come in various sizes 
from the desk top variety to cabinet sizes holding 5000 cards. 
Two manual systems will be presented and discussed, since 
most others are variations of these two types of systems. 
The first system is shown in figure 5. The cards 
are laid in a wide tub file with a series of pockets. In 
each pocket a number of cards are overlapped horizontally so 
that the part number or balance on order on each card is 
visible. The notches in the bottom of the card fit over a 
series of rods which hold the card in position. The cards 
may have various types of signal devices cut into the exposed 
margin which is clearly visible. In this system, 25,000 
cards can be filed within two feet of one clerk. 
A two-card system can also be used in the same 
method. The first of two records is the inventory card 
which reflects at a glance the available balance and the 
monthly accumlation of usage. A round hole is punched in 
the card which automatically signals the removal of the 
second card. The card also provides space for signaling 
when items are in an uon order" status. The second record 
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provides a pern~Ent :."equisi tion, ~;urchase history and pur-
chase or er fol2.ov7 - up card o This card e lim:Lnates the neces -
si ty of v.Jri ting a requ::..si tion e.nd of maintaining a separate 
con~odity history record in purchasins . See f i gure 6. Thi s 
syste , tend to reduce errors in wri~ing spe c ifications and 
enables executives app r oving purchases to intelligently eval-
u a te such procurement in a matte r of sec onds. Howeve r, with 
economic design of the form, this infor_ation can be con-
densed into one record card . See figur 7. 
Tub File S~stem 
Figure 
The horizontal card method has a number of advan-
tages. In the first pla c e, the system has no f ixed cards 
and is designed for both hand and machine posting. Other 
advantages are that card ~ ear is m~nimized bec a use thumbing 
is r educed; it is compact and c an be easi l y expanded; and it 
has three margins of vi s ibility-- horizontal, diagonal and 
vertical r sulting in c.~ick loc ati on, refe~ence, posting and 
sig n aling. 
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There are, of course, other factors to consider 
in this system. Each card must be pulled out and returned 
to the file after posting. This requires much hand motion 
to and from the file. In addition, there is a greater 
chance that cards can be misfiled because of constant 
·-· ' .. 
i 
•'· 
\.t-~ % ·~,,~, ···-.~~~~ 
....... .... -::... --~~!r ___ :· . .. 
1-
1-
-v "Card Out Control" automatically signals removed record. 
Diagonal v isible column shows item, class, price and min-
imum requirement. 
Orders 
- Visible margln shows balance on hand. 
- Receipts 
... Running record of disbursements and receivables. 
·-~ --
...... ~"'-.-:· ::-::-.:-:-- .. ~ .. 
... ... ..... 
-.... ~:···.--···· · 
-·- ~--. =-
Tub File--Two-Card System 
Figure 6 
removal from the filing tubo The system appears to be better 
adapted to machine posting rather than hand posting. 
A system designed exclusively for hand posting is 
the vertical drawer file as shown in figure 8. 
This system utilizes colored plastic signals on 
the bottom edge of each card to easily signal normal stock, 
out of stock, minimum reached, requisition placed or order 
---- ~--- ---
-----------------------
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-J LOCATION 
CO NSUM PTION 
1 4 7 10 
2 5 8 11 
3 6 9 12 
3 MONTH AVE RAGE 
MODEL MAT. SPECS./ UNI T 
ON ORDER ON HAND 
------~--------~----o-<onl,A~lCE~T-------,--------,------,------~-----,-------,------~----·-----
OA!E P. 0 . NO . Q U AN. REC'D D ATE ORO . NO. QUAN, A-v:AIL. DATE ORO. NO . QUAN. BALANCE 
I 
VENDORS RE M A RKS 
2 
3 
4 
~kx REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. BUSINESS FORMS COR P. 7 X 10 · 336- .75 VIS. 
V- 58-5 7 
Tub File Material Record Card 
Figure 7 
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entered . The bottom half of the card is used to record 
daily receipts , usage , accumulat e d usage and balance on 
Vertical Visible Index System 
Figure 8 
hand and holds the colored signals . The upper portion is 
used to record ordering information, receiving data , and 
monthly usage for seven y.ears . See Figure 9. 
The advantages of this system is that the cards 
are fixed in a folder and do not require removal for 
postings . This factor saves posting time . Cards cannot be 
misfiled since they are not removed . The system is more 
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£ompact than the one previously discussed and requires less 
storage space. The in-out balance cards are filled up fre-
quently but the top section lasts for years so that important 
information need not be transferred frequently. Signals tell 
the story at a glance. 
Some disadvantages are that the signaling method is 
time consuming and the colored tabs can be easily put into 
the wrong spot. The in-out balance cards are usually quite 
small requiring frequent change and additional storage. 
In summary, the requirements and needs of inven-
tory policy must be most important in designing an effective 
recordkeeping procedure for controlling materials. The forms 
designed must meet these requirements both in effective con-
trol and in efficient recordkeeping. No system ever designed 
controls materials effectively without a sound inventory 
policy. The two systems reviewed have many advantages and 
some disadvantages, but each one must meet the individual 
needs of the firm involved through useful design of forms 
and efficient use of clerks in maintaining these records. 
It is frequently best to call upon an experienced systems' 
designer for aid, because of his broad experience in solving 
similar problems elsewhere. In short, the system should be 
adequate, simple, inexpensive, and efficient. 
Data Processing System 
Industrial data processing for automatic inventory 
control is a complex problem, in some cases more complex than 
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the engineering and scientific applications of digital com-
puters. It takes considerable study and planning to secure 
the proper computer system and to program it for an in-plant 
inventory control job. Basically, all computers have three 
common characteristics. 20 
1. There must be a method of introducing data into the 
machine . This is done by means of input devices, which 
include punched paper tape, punched cards, typewriters, and 
magnetic tape handling units. 
2. There must be a means for processing data or manipulating 
the data within the machine. This is done in the memory and 
arithmetic units. 
3. There must be a provision for an output or answer. This 
may be in printed forms, contained in punched cards, or in 
punched paper tape, or recorded on magnetic tape, or perhaps 
in combinations. 
Now, let us examine the five types of devices which are 
essential to any data processing system: 
1. An input-output device 
2. A storage unit which can receive information, store that 
information, and transmit that information to other components 
of the computer 
3. A logical unit which can perform such functions as moving 
data within storage, comparing for magnitude, and other 
20Paul Schnieder, "A Basic Introduction to Computing 
Machines 1', APICS BULLETIN, January, 1962 
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non-~rithmetic operations . 
4. An arithmetic unit which has the ability to add , sub-
tract , multiply and divide digital information . 
5. A control unit that functions as the policeman for the 
computer and keeps track of operations being performed, det -
ermines which operations are to be per~ormed next in the 
sequence of the planned program, and then cause the execution 
of these instructions . 
These five devices are common and essential to all EDP systems 
regardless of the size of the equipment employed . 
The memory or storage unit of the computer conta ins 
input data , the answers or output data , and the program which 
is the set of instructions for processing information . Once 
the start button is pushed and processing has begun, the control 
unit of the computer directs operations Bnd calls for the 
instructions which in turn call for data to be read into the memory 
so tha t they may be processed a c cording to the coded instructions . 
The stored program cau ses the machine to accept input information 
at the desired time , to perform arithmetic and log ical operations , 
and to read the data out when the processing has been completed . 
On ce a program has been prepared and en t ered into the machine , the 
computer automatically follows it exactly as it is written , without 
deviation. This factor indica tes the need for extreme caution 
in planning so that the program developed will yield the kind of 
results des ired . A stored program is very difficult to 
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change once it has been established. In short, walk, don't 
run to the first computer application. 
Although each system must be tailor-made or pro-
grrumaed to specific conditions and designed to produce spec-
ific results, a review of one system now in use at the James 
Manufacturing Company in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, might be 
valuable in indicating how computers can be used. 
A record is set in the memory unit for each of the 
16,000 inventory part numbers. Each number is controlled 
21 independently. Think of each item as a small reservoir 
containing liquid. Each reservoir has an economic order 
quantity level and a minimum level, when a part is taken out 
of stock the outlet valve is opened and the inventory level 
is reduced. \ihen the inventory level falls below the mini-
mum level, an order is placed with the vendor for an economic 
order quantity to raise the level again. The factors in the 
EOQ equation are set up in the memory unit so that a quantity 
which most nearly equalizes set up costs and carrying costs is 
ordered each time. The minimum level, which is based on the 
lead time to obtain an economic order quantity, is also pro-
grammed into the memory unit. 
Each day 250 customer orders are received. The order 
data is first converted to punched cards. These punched cards 
are fed into the computer which create a Bill of Materials. 
21L. c. Bourgeois Jr.,"Gross Requirements of Planning 
and Inventory Control~ APICS BULLETIN, October, 1962. 
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Each item in this requirements• list is checked by exploding 
the order and scanning the available parts on hand. When 
the requirements indicate a shortage in an inventory item, an 
expediting ticket is prepared to expedite shipment from vendor. 
The materials are checked by a level by level ex-
plosion. The inventory level is reduced by the number of items 
on the order. For instance, if the order was for 50 Hanging 
Feeders, 50 would be deducted from the on-hand inventory. If 
this amount reduced the on-hand figure to less than the min-
imum quantity, a production order would be created. The order 
card is then fed into the computer so that the requirements can 
be exploded for its components. The reduced level of each com-
ponent is checked separately against the MIN and if the level 
is lower than the MIN a production order is created. Each order 
thus created is fed back into the machine so that each level of 
inventory, down to raw material, can be checked daily. This 
entire process for e ach of the 250 orders e ach day takes one and 
one-half hours. A simple diagram can explain this process. 
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Materials received are punched on cards and r~ad into the 
machine in order to increase on-hand balance~ ot material~e 
Reports are prepared daily and weekly to show finished stoeka 
and all inventoey i teiDB. In this system, stockouts ax~• prs.c-
tlcally eliminated, inventory is checked constantly and 11!1-
ventory investment is kept at a minimum. 
Computers marke-ted by IBM, Remington Rand, Hati onal 
Cash Register, General Electric and others ha•e unique features 
that make them attractive to users because these features can 
be used to advantage in different circumstances. It should 
be stressed, however, that a great deal of planning and stu~ 
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should be devoted to the program to be developed before in-
stallation, r egardless of the type of computer selected . A 
lengthy feasibility study should be made in order to analyze 
company goals , information required, what the computer will 
be required to do , and the type of eauipment to be selected. 22 
Electronic data processing includes more than com-
puters, however . Various systems without memory units can 
be used to control materials but these systems involve manual 
work . For instance , running balances can be kept in simple 
tabulating equipment by deducting usage and adding receipts 
of material . Ordering and determination of the EOQ must be 
done manually , in addition to the fsct that , no signal is 
given by the tabulation on when to order. Careful review 
of inventory balances must be performed cont inually in order 
to preclude stockouts . 
There are a great many advantages in using electronic 
data processing systems in maintaining inventories . 
them are listed below : 23 
Some of 
1 . Speeds the flow of information so as not to lessen its 
usefulness . 
2 . Reduces the flow of paper . Information is summarized. 
3 . P.educes manual postings and voluminous records . 
22
"Fea.sibility Studies , n Modern Office Procedures , 
November , 1961 , Page 20 
23Joseph A. Orlicky, "Planning for Tomorrow's 
Computer Insta.llatiorr! APICS ANNUAL CONFERENCE , 1961, Page 51 
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4. Inventory valuation can be kept under constant review. 
5. Inventory levels by type can be kept at a minimum wi th-
out many stockouts. 
6. Eliminates posting errors. 
7. Allows inventory control personnel to minimize obsol-
ete inventory. 
8. Furnishes inventory control personnel with information 
to govern their requisitions to purchasing for replacing 
i nventory . 
Some of the disadvantages are: 
1. Monthly rental ranges from $ 600 - $2000,000 plus, which 
is too expensive for many firms . 
2. Small companies can neither afford t h e expense nor need 
the capacity of most electronic data processing systems. They 
must continue to use manual systems or simple calculating 
machines. 
3. Exhaustive planning of needs and uses of EDP systems must be 
performed prior to installation. Some systems are now in-
stalled with little planning simply to avoid the stigma of 
backWardness. 
A big point to remember in this discussion is this: 
machines should be purchased which fit the volume, records, 
and accounting to the company. Every machine from typewri ters 
to computers ought to be suited to the job. A 5000-item in-
ventory would not be processed on an adding machine, and neither 
should 5o items be handled electronically. Match the machines 
to the job. 
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Physical Control 
Layout for StoreskeeEing 
Storeskeeping is that aspect of materials control 
concerned with the physical storage of goods. The efficient 
planning and carrying out of the storeskeeping function min-
imizes carrying costs and provides effective storeskeeping 
servi ce. Failure to locate storerooms properly and the in-
efficient use of available storeroom space can be most costly. 
These failures may require excess handling of materials, 
greater handling personnel and facilities, difficulty in loc-
ating materials, and overstocking and its costs. Difficulties 
in materials control and time involved in supplying materials 
when needed are frequently the results of improper storeroom 
location and use.24 
These storeskeeping functions are: 
1. Receipt of materials into storage. 
2. Record-keeping of materials in storage 
3. Storage of materials . 
4. Maintaining stores. 
5. Issuing materials . 
6. Coordinating storeskeeping with materials control. 
Both storeskeeping records and materials should be 
kept in an orderly manner. Invantory balances should be corr-
elated physically at different intervals in order to assure 
24carson, Production Handbook, Section 6, Page 1 
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accuracy of records and accessibility of materials. Co-
ordination of storeskeeping and materi als control is an 
essential aspect of a properly functioning storeskeeping 
department. Coordination must be planned into a g ood 
storeskeeping system. 
'l 'he materials control department should consider 
the amount of space available for storage when determining 
economic order quantities and maximum levels of inventory to 
be maintained. Hateri als control determines the required 
quantities of materials, purchase lot sizes, order periods, 
rates of use of materials and similar types of information 
used in manufacturing. This information must be given to 
the storeskeeping department in order to plan for the most 
effi ci ent utilization of space. In the case of an existing 
factory with fixed storage capacity, the present limitations 
will influence the planning of the materials control dep art-
ment. 
Planning the stores area involves gathering all 
t h e available data relative to the materials to be stored, 
the space requirements, the storeroom equipment and facili-
ties, and the probable flow of material in to and out of 
storage. 
One of t he most i mp ortant factors to consider in 
establishing a storage area is whether to use centralized 
or decentralized storage. In small single story plants, a 
sins le, central storeroom is usually maintai ned in a promin-
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ent location close to manufacturing facilities. In larger, 
mulitisory plants, often with more than one building, where 
points of use are scattered, storerooms are usually decentral-
ized throughout the plant so as to be near using facilities. 
The advantages to centralized storage are: 
1. Fewer employees needed in the storeroom. 
2 . All store's personnel become familiar with all materials 
stored, so less difficulty if someone is absent. 
3. Better physical control. 
4. Physical inventories easier to take. 
5. Less clerical expense. 
Some disadvantages are: 
1. Greater handling expense in transporting material to 
using ~apartments, More materials handling equipment needed. 
2. Greater time is required for delivery to distant departments. 
3. Longer waiting lines tend to form with only one storage 
area. 
It seems, then, that decentralized control offers 
quicker service and less handling than a centralized stores area. 
But the determination of the storage areas will depend on the 
needs of the plant and will vary greatly from plant to plant. 
Certain storage location factors should be considered in order 
to arrive at the best decision. 
1. Materials classification. It may be desirable to locate 
raw materials together, semi-processed together and finished 
inventory in another area. 
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2. Similar parts may be stored together even though they 
have a different classification and are used at different 
locations . 
Locate materials at point of use. This means decentralized 
storage . 
4. Materials handling considerations should be analyzed to 
determine if materials that require similar handling can be 
grouped . 
Special requirements should be considered. Valuable 
materials should be secured, explosive materials segregated, 
and others affected by temperature should be stored in either 
warm or cold locations . 
The most important premise of stockroom operations 
is the assigning the responsibility for the operation and con-
trol of the stockroom in the hands of one individual . Only 
this person, and his subordinates, should be allowed access 
to the stores area . Unless this is done, it is hopeless to 
expect that records and stocks will be kept in good order. 
The storeskeeper and his subordinates should be carefully 
selected and trained to be exacting , meticulously neat and 
production minded . 
After all the above factors have been considered 
the detailed storage plan should be developed . That is, 
should racks or pallets or bins be used and, if so, how should 
they be arranged in order to obtain the most intensive util-
ization of space . 'l'he materials should be easily accessible, 
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but still completely protected. Other questions to be 
answered are how high will materials be stacked (depending 
on their crushability) without interfering with the sprinkler 
systems, and will block stacking or row stacking be used. 
Consideration must finally be given to .aisle space and the 
turning radius of fork trucks and other material handling 
equipment . 
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CHAPTER 5 
Investigation of Inventory Systems in Use 
In order to gain some practical knowledge of 
inventory systems currently in use in manufacturing plants 
around Boston, visits were made to two plants and discussions 
held with responsible individuals in order to determine what 
their inventory goals are and how they are approaching in-
ventory problems. In the following section results of these 
talks will be reviewed, although the names of the firms will 
be withheld in order to conceal sales figures, inventory 
valuation and other key information. The latter part of this 
chapter will review the problems of installing a new inventory 
system in the plant of a greater Boston battery manufacturer . 
Paint Manufacturer 
The first visit was to a local paint manufacturer 
which produces paints, lacquers, thinners and dyes. These 
products are used in a number of different industries such as 
in automobiles, appliances, metal cabinets and many others. 
Inventory Policy 
The product is produced in batches so that a limited 
number of types and colors are produced each day. Raw mat-
erials are not segregated to produce a particular customer's 
order since the raw material for all types of lacquer are basic-
ally the same, only the pigment is changed in order to vary 
colors. The same is true for paints, thinners and dyes. Cus-
tomer specifications are kept on file so that when a production 
schedule is released, a sample of the color is also issued 
so that the color can be mixed to the exact shade the customer 
requires. Certain basic colors are kept on hand in finished 
inventory for immediate shipment. Annual sales figures are 
approximately $800 ,000. Average inventory value is about 
$93 ,000 of which about $60 ,000 consists of raw materials. The 
main categories of raw materials are solvents $20,000 , resins 
$20 ,000 and pigments $10 ,000. 
There is no conscious attempt to keep inventory at a 
minimum at this plant. Space seems to be the only limit on 
inventory levels . The owners feel that money invested in in-
ventory is desirable since it increases the value of the business. 
ttWhy have it in the bank when it can be in the business?u This 
reasoning is understandable when reviewing sales, production and 
inventory of this fi~. Sales are on the increase, and average 
inventory has maintained a ratio of about 11% of sales each year. 
Although inventory turnover figures are not kept, it is estimated 
that inventory turns over about seven or eight times per year. 
The management feels that although there is no scientific approach 
to managing the inventory, and although it is possible that fewer 
dollars could be invested in materials, the inventory is not gett-
ing out of hand, but is keeping pace with increased sales and prod-
uction each year. They feel that installing a more scientific 
and complex inventory system at a small plant of fully seasoned 
and experienced people would be to increase costs unnecessarily. 
More clerks would be needed and more time would be needed by 
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supervisors to execute the new system. Profits are on the 
increase, so that the business is not being hampered by a 
loose inventory policy. The increase in profits, however, 
is due mainly to the increase in production that can be gained 
by the small addition of one or two units of direct labor. 
Recordkeeping 
In a plant where there are only 15 direct workers 
and 12 indirect employees, controlling inventory is neces-
sarily informal and uncomplicated. The production manager, 
one of the owners, takes a daily physical check on raw 
materials and makes a list of the items that need to be 
replenished. This materials shortage list is given to an 
office clerk who checks the items against a minimum figure 
set up by the manager. If the inventory is at or below min-
imum, an order will be placed. However, before the purchase 
order is typed, all items purchased from that supplier will 
be checked in order to receive any volume discounts and reduce 
freight costs. If, for instance, only six drums of X solvent 
are needed, and a volume discount could be obtained with an 
order of ten, two drums of Y solvent and two drums of Z solvent 
might also be ordered even though this will increase Y and Z 
solvents over the maximum inventory point. The next order, 
however, may be for the drums of X solvent, only, so that in-
ventory can be brought into balance. All employees know how much 
of each type of material should be on hand , who the supplier is, 
and how long it takes to come in, so that if the production 
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manager misses an item, he is reminded by the worker to order 
it. Runouts are very rare. Local suppliers are utilized 
as much as possible in order to reduce freight, and decrease 
the lead time. Three-by-five index cards are used as inventory 
record cards for each item. Orders placed, material receipts, 
and physical counts are recorded on these cards periodically. 
Records are not posted perpetually since material is not for-
mally issued and no record is kept of issues. 
Storeskeeping 
The maintenance of stores in this type of business 
is one that requires careful thought .and planning since most 
materials are extremely inflammable. Nitro cellulose, for 
instance, must be kept in a separate explosion proof building, 
and must be handled very carefully. Smoking is not permitted 
anywhere at any time. Materials are handled with chain lifts 
and manually movable equipment since equipment that could pro-
duce sparks is not used. Each item is neatly stored in 55 
gallon drums or in 50 pound bags close to using machines. No 
central storeroom is maintained, so that employees draw materials 
as needed from the area next to their machines. 
When material is to be received, whichever employee 
is least busy, is directed to help unload the truck, check the 
material and place it in its proper location. No receiver or 
materials handler is emplo~ed specifically for these duties. 
Battery Separator Manufacturer 
A visit was made to the plant of a battery se parator 
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manufacturer. The firm is internationally considered to be 
the makers of one of the finest separators in the industry. 
This visit included a trip to the manufacturing plant in Acton, 
and office in Cambridge, Mass. 
Inventory Policy 
Separator sales of this widely diversified company 
exceed 3 million dollars each year. Inventory investment is 
limited to 15% of estimated annual sales, or an average of 
$450,000 atsny time. About 40% of this inventory figure con-
sists of raw materials or about $180,000 . ithin these guide-
lines, economic order quantities are calculated for all items, 
and all classes of inventory items are kept within certain dollar 
limits. 
Production Process 
The exact nature of the raw material is kept confidentia~ 
but the basic raw material is impregnated paper. Plastic ribs 
are extruded onto the rolls of paper while in process giving the 
separator durability. 
The plant utilizes a continuous production process so 
that raw materials are ~pt close to processing machinery. These 
machines are rarely stopped during the two-shift operation. New 
rolls of paper are kept on large spools ready to be swung into 
place as the previous one is used up. Exact usage figures are 
determined each day and all scrap is accounted for. For instance, 
if 3000 feet of paper is processed and 2950 feet produced, the 50 
feet of scrap must be counted and explained. Automatic counters 
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count separators after they are cut from the long sheets 
while in process. 
Record Reaping 
Perpetual inventor.1 records are posted daily by 
machine on material record cards, as shown in figure 10. 
Electronic data processing is used to compute daily usage, 
receipts and balance on hand of each type of material. This 
tabulation is then given to posting clerks who post to the 
perpetual inventory card. The minimum-maximum limits are 
posted on this card, so that when the minimum figure is reached, 
an economic order quantity is reordered to bring the balance 
back to the maximum. 
In addition, the distribution-by-value method is 
used to augment this inventory system. The Class A items 
include 10% of raw material items and 80% of the value, the 
Class B equal 10% of items and 10% of the value, while Class 
C items include 8o% of the items and 10% of the value. An 
individual is assigned the task of reviewing group A, one for 
group B, and one for group c. If material needs to be ordered, 
this individual creates a requisition and sends it to purchasing. 
Sample counts (proof figures) are taken frequently in order to 
compare the inventory balances on the material record cards and 
physical balances. Before any type of material is ordered, the 
needs are reviewed, new engineering and specification changes 
are considered, and production forecasts are also checkBd. 
Inventory levels are kept low at month's end with new 
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raw materials scheduled for receipt at the beginning of the 
following month. Inventory valuation is kept at a minimum, 
then, for monthly financial reports. The accounting dep-
artment calculates an inventory turnover figure each month. 
An attempt is made to turn total inventory over 12 times each 
year. 
The inventory of Class A items is kept low with 
little safety stock. These high value items are ordered 
frequently since only a 10 day supply is kept on hand. 
Storeskeeping 
Raw materials are kept close to using facilities 
and no central stores area is maintained. In this continuous 
process shop, materials must be close to use in order to reduce 
delays in feeding the machinery. Materials handlers are used 
in order to receive materials, place them in predetermined 
storage areas, and to place boxes of finished separators on 
pallets and move them into a large storage area. Smoking is 
not permitted in this building since all materials used are 
extremely combustible. In addition, the building is explosion 
proof since certain sections of each side of the structure are 
made of corrugated steel which can be knocked out by an explos-
ion. An explosion, therefore, would not completely flatten the 
structure. 
All materials, raw or finished, are kept in neat and 
clean storage areas. Part of the training of new employees 
involves teaching them that a well kept plant provides dividends 
in ease of location of materials, proper rotation of material, 
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less shelf-wear, and many others, the most important of which 
is, safety. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Installation of a New Inventory System 
The first step in the development of a new inven-
tory system is to make a thorough analysis of the procedures 
that have been used in the past, evaluate them, identify any 
problems and inefficiencies, and finally create the new approach 
after careful consideration of company goals. The follO'toJing 
discussion will follow this format. 
Mention has already been made of the importance of 
company policy in a good system of inventory control. No 
system will work effectively without the proper guidelines 
which integrate day to day decisions with company goals and 
plans. Until a short time ago, the battery division of this 
firm,consisting of fifteen battery plants from coast to coast, 
had no written policy on inventory control and little verbal 
policy except, " Keep raw materials as low as you can." Although 
the company is one of the five largest lead-acid battery man-
ufacturers in the nation, little thought was given to scientific 
inventory control. Annual battery sales for the company are 
about $35 million. The Boston operation, which will be discussed 
here, averages $3.5 million. 
About three years ago it was decided to begin putting 
more emphasis on reducing the number of dollars tied up in in-
ventory and, through better control, to reduce purchasing costs 
and further improve service to customers. Each year since, to-
talmventory has declined and carrying costs have been reduced. 
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Service and quality, during this period, have improved. The 
following are some of the problems that had to be overcome. 
Some of the problems that still exist will follow later. 
1. A written policy had to be developed. Budgeted inventory 
figures for finished battery units were sent to all plants from 
the home office. Raw materials were limited to a certain 
number of weeks on hand. This figure, of course, would be 
subject to space limitations of each plant since some are 
large and some are small. A production and inventory control 
manual was developed with the assistance of the production 
supervisors of each plant. Annual meetings are held with this 
group and the manual is revised. Two sample pages from the 
inventory manual follow. These pages will explain that the 
distribution by value method is combined with the periodic order 
system and the two-bin method. See figuresl2 and 13 • 
2. A more scientific analysis of material needs had to be 
developed. Sales forecasts were improved and sent to all 
plants in order to better plan production and determine inven-
tory needs. The Boston operation had to determine how much 
material could be stored in its limited storage space. It was 
determined that less material could be kept on hand than needed, 
but excess inventory could be stored at a warehouse about two 
miles from the plant. The inventory in this warehouse must be 
checked prior to placing new orders for raw material. This 
procedure, of course, is expensive since it involves shuttling 
between warehouses sometimes two or three times a day. New 
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D. Purchased Material 
1. Lead 
2. Oxide 
3. Containers 
4. Covers 
5. Separators 
6. Vents 
7. Decals & Plaques 
8. Paints & Thinners 
9. Packing Material 
10. Miscellaneous 
In order to affect the most efficient control possible 
on purchased items, it is necessary to divide such 
items into major classifications. This classification 
is based on a value-volume hypothesis. To explain 
more fully, in industry in general, it is found that 
approximately 20% of the purchased items in volume 
account for 80% of the cost of all purchased material, 
and conversely 80% of the items constitute 20% of the 
cost. With this in mind, it is easily seen that exact-
ing control of 20% of the purchased items will result 
in an increase in turnover of inventory dollars and a 
marked savings as far as capital invested in inventory 
is concerned. This savings is brought about by reduc-
ing the "cost" of tying up capital in inventory, which 
is approximately 15%. 
To accomplish this, we use the ABC method of 
inventory classification. This method divides inventory 
items into three classifications, A, B, and C. A items 
are fast moving and of high value; C items, slow mov-
ing and low value. Our purchased parts are classified 
as follows: 
A B c 
Lead 
Oxide 
Containers 
Covers 
Separators 
Vents 
Paints & Thinner 
Packing Material 
Miscellaneous 
Decals & Plaques 
Poly Bags 
(Glue, Staples, 
etc.) 
Sample Page From I nventory Control Manual-1 
Figure 12 
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To affect proper control within these classifications, 
certain records must be maintained. A daily perpetu-
al inventory of A items must be kept and a monthly 
record of use for B items. Because of the small value 
involved in C items, it is not advisable to keep inventory 
records; a floor stock control of this material is consid-
ered sufficient. This is best accomplished by using 
techniques such as the "2 Bin System". The ''second 
bin" contains stock necessary to carry through the re-
placement period. This amount is determined by aver-
age use and lead time involved per item and should be 
kept in a bag marked "Last Bag 11 • When material in the 
llfirst bin" (unbagged) is depleted, place an order for 
more stock. The quantity in the "secorid bin" must be 
reviewed periodically to reflect current rate of use. A 
Form 61-31 should be maintained on all these items to 
show source and ordering information only. 
For those C items that do not lend themselves to this 
system, such as paint and cartons, a visual check of 
such items should be sufficient. 
Establish a monthly plan for inventorying and ordering 
of materials. The orders for certain materials must 
be with the suppliers on specific dates; therefore, 
schedule the physical inventory of these items a few 
days prior to the specified ordering date. One e the 
inventory date of all items has been assigned, use the 
similar date for the subsequent months. Some items 
are ordered bi-weekly, monthly or quarterly. This 
frequency should be recorded on the monthly inventory 
calendar. 
Use a receipt ledger to record all materials and parts 
received, except lead and oxide because they are kept 
on another control system. This ledger style of book 
should be divided so that a given number of pages are 
reserved for each type of material. An index of the . 
divisions and their respective page number is essential. 
Keep a cumulative total on all materials received that 
have to be reported to Milwaukee semi-annually. Once 
the material has been recorded on the "Receiving Ledger" 
it should be posted on the Purchased Parts Control Card 
(61-31), or BIC (61-4) in the case of containers. 
Sample Page From I nventory Control Manual-2 
Figure 13 
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bini and racks were built within the plant in order to aake 
better uae or space. For instance, aeparatora were stored 
onn pallet• on the floor utilizing about 6350 cubic re••· 
Plates were stored in wheeled trucka in another area using 
about 7~0 cubic teet. Racka were built over the plat• 
atorage area and the lighter separators were placed over the 
plate1. Tbe •aae cubic rootage vaa utilised more econo.icallJ• 
-
------ . --- ·-:;;:;...-
Space Economy 
Figure l4 
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Further, this procedure was also used in another area, 1norea•-
ing the amount ot material that can be stored close to aanutaot• 
uring areas and reducing the number or shuttlel to the di•tant 
warehouae. 
On the local level, plant• would have partioular 
problema that broad policy could not solve, but with new guidea 
to help, better decisiona could be made. T.be Boston operation 
still had a number ot probl ... that needed attention and not all 
or these have been solved yet. Here are s ODLe or theat 
1. .tl:mployees need better training in handling aateriala. Ia-
caaing raw material is not always placed in ita predeter.ine• 
location. It is orten put in the nearest eaptJ apaoe vbioh 
makes apot checkl more ditricult. 
OVD aaterial rra. storage locat1ona and th11 procedure to1tera 
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little control. Full cartons of material are drawn when 
partial boxes should be used first. Workers are careless 
in handling raw materials, although foremen are constantly 
applying pres sure to keep the plant orderly and materials 
in their proper location. The storeskeeper is responsible 
for unloading incoming raw materials and storing them prop-
erly, shuttling between the plant and warehouse, and other 
miscellaneous special assignments. If the storeskeeper is 
not available, other available workers may be directed to 
unload materials . Invariably, the material is improperly 
stored and the packing slip is misplaced. Better planning 
of the storeskeeper 1 s time and better training and super-
vision of workers will help keep materials orderly and easy 
to check. 
2. Runouts have occurred too often. Because of violent 
fluctuations in shipping and production, sometimes without 
warning, material usage increases overnight, causing runouts 
or expediting of orders for mate rials that have already been 
ordered. orkers will often say, "r just used the last 
vent cap" or "the last cover" instead of notifying the foreman 
when they are getting low. The person responsible for con-
trolling inventories, direc ts the storeskeeper, and posts 
production and inventory records. He must, then, check cer-
tain material, without fail, on the appointed day, and develop 
record keeping systems that can be posted quickly, and further 
develop perperual records on items that take a great deal of 
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time to count . It was determined that lead, oxide, containers, 
and covers would be handled perpetually . This has been done 
and runouts have decreased . New Haterial record cards were 
developed in tub files (see figure 15) and usage patterns 
calculated on them. Inventories are conducted more frequently 
now and are speedily posted to these c ards . Lead times have 
been determined with more accuracy and required dates placed 
on orders . If materials are not received on that date, or 
the acknowledgement quotes a later date , the material is ex-
pedited . Bupplier bank stocks have been created so that , 
in an emergency , shipment can be made at once . Since all 
plants purchase from certain designated vendors, they all may 
order at once from these suppliers and deplete the inventory, 
so that bank stocks, or supplier safety stocks, are needed . 
In the event of changes in specifications, however, the company 
bears financial responsibility for the material . ~pacifications 
are usually changed on a " running change" basis so that dollar 
loss is minimized . All these simplified procedures have reduced 
stockouts and improved customer service by generally shipping 
finished batteries within three days after receipt of the order, 
and sometimes even faster . 
3. At present it is impossible to determine what the value of 
raw material inventory is . All invoices for material are hand-
led through the home office so that plants have only a vague 
idea how much material is wor~h. The cost of materials will 
now be given to the plants so that they can keep inventory 
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within dollar limits rather than the number of days on hand . 
Other calculations can then be made such as the inventory 
turnover rate and return on investment . Of course, the entire 
inventory will not be priced by the plants, only key, expensive 
items . The time limitations placed on the less significant 
items will be adequate to control them. 
The production rate has been leveled . In the past daily 
production between Febraury and Iay averaged 900 batteries and 
June through August averaged 1200 . The rest of the year , the 
production rate was full capacity at 1500 per day. Raw mat-
erial inventories fluctuated proportionately . ~he number of 
days' material kept on hand fluctuated with the production rate . 
Plans have now been comple ted to reduce production to 800 for 
six weeks in March and April and , thereafter, to run at 1500 
the rest of the ye ar . The flow of raw materials can now be 
established, space requirements for each individual items can be 
solidified since standard amounts will be ordered . Of course, 
the disadvantage of this approach is that dollar investment in 
finsished inventory is increased . 'lhe increase in value of 
finsished inventory will be about $70 , 000 . 'l.he cost of carrying 
this inventory will run about 10 , 500 . However, this amount is 
not large when customer service will also improve . Extremely 
cold weather can deplete total finished inventory in a two-week 
period during the winter months . Therefore, an increase of 
$ 70 , 000 in finished batteries should be a hedge against high 
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cold weather sales. 
5. The receiving procedure needs improvement. Haterials 
are received at any door. Trucks will back up to shipping 
doors, receiving doors, and any other doors that they can 
locate. One location will be established as a receiving 
door and signs will be posted to direct the truck drivers to 
that door. At present, newly arrived materials can be found 
a every door around the plant. 
Forecasting Techniques 
Sales forecasts are prepared by the Marketing Department 
and sent to all plants. Forecasts are based on sales history, 
sales history of automobiles by states , automobile registration 
by state, and many others. Budgeted finished inventory figures , 
based on dollar investment limits are also sent to each plant. 
From these fi gures, the annual production plan is developed by 
month, customer, and type of battery. From the production 
forecast, material requirements are derived. 'I'he size of the 
inventory is correlated with production needs. Haterial time-
limits reduce or expand the inventory proportionately. For 
instance, if a 12 day supply of containers equals 18,000 con-
tainers (including a two day safety stock) in the peak pro-
duction period, a 12 day supply in the slack season is 9600 
c onta ine rs. The same principle applies to all materials . 
Certain materials apply only to production forecasts, while 
others apply only to shipping schedules. For instance, while 
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oontainer suppli"E:t arC~~ based on the product1Q:n acheduJ.~ 11 
~hipping ca~tons, battery lacquer, and deoal~ apply only to 
the shipping schedul~ and must be handled separately~ T.Q~ 
finished inventory ot a particular typ~ b~tt~~ is usuall7 
building up wbilo very few finished units ar~ being shipp~d. 
There is. normall7 a lag in cutting hack 1nvento~1el 
as shown below: 
J?RODIJCTI ON AND INVENTORY I~~ 
" 
----
Figure l 6 
IN"W"(r-.~ToA.y oo""'""ctS 
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The reason tor the higher inventor,r through tho slow pro-
duction period is that sales are unpredictabl$ and drop off 
Yel'1 suddenly at an,- time from Ja.nuar;r through April., the 
inventory must be on the high side so that production can be 
kept at a high level if necessary. As produetion begina to 
increase in August, inventories can be increased at the aa.e 
rate because forecasts are quite accurate on exact~ when salea 
increaae. 
Reorder Perioda 
Aa mentioned above, "A" ite~ are ordered trequentl7, 
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usually every week, to bring the on-hand inventory up to the 
maximum number of days on hand. his is done so that the 
company owned trucks, which end their runs in New Jersey, 
can bring raw materials back on the return run. 
Class B, C, and D, items are checked monthly on 
a predetermined schedule. A four week supply is normally 
ordered for "B" items e ach time a reorder is placed, allowing 
a three week lead time. They are counted and ordered, if 
necessary)the first week of the month with a required delivery 
by the fist week of the following month. 
Although C and D items are checked monthly, they 
are ordered on a three-month supply basis. 1'1onthly physical 
inventories are taken to avoid runouts due to unusual usage. 
If, due to reduced requirements, an item does not need a re-
order, it is automatically checked again the following month. 
Safety stocks are not maintained on B, C or D items 
because they are physically counted often enough and ordered 
in sufficient time to avoid stockouts. In addition, if an 
emergency arises, needed items ean be transferred from the 
closest sister plant. This procedure is discouraged, however, 
unless the other plant is oversupplied on a part i cular item. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions 
In the course of investigating the inventory control 
procedures at the plants of the paint producer, the battery 
separator manufacturer, and installing a new system at the 
battery manufacturing plant, certain conclusions have been 
reached regarding inventory policy, recordkeeping, and storing 
of materials . These conclusions are related below. 
Inventory Policy 
A. Paint 1anufacturer 
No hard and fast inventory goals are kept at this plant. 
Inventory levels have averaged about 11% of sales for 
many years, but this management noted that t hey hadn't 
thought much about this. It seems to me that a careful 
analysis should be made to determine if the inventory 
level is too low or too high. Investment in inventory, 
at this privately owned firm, seems to be no problem since 
the funds are available to carry more material, if necessary. 
The manager admitted, however, that in the day to day run-
ning of the plant, little thought has been given to total 
inventory valuation but "maybe it's an area to look at." 
B. Battery Separator Manufacturer 
The inventory policy at this plant requires that total 
inventory valuation not exceed 15% of total annual sales. 
This fi gure, set by top management also includes a limit 
of 40% for ravJ materials . i thin these broad guidelines 
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the inventory control department established individual 
item control by using EOQ formulas, and the A. B.C. approach. 
The inventory frmaework at this firm has been established 
with careful consideration of finance, production require-
ments, and customer service. 
c. Battery Manufacturer 
The importance of inventory cost and control has been given 
new emphasis at this firm . Inventory goals have been set 
with the total financial budget in mind. Dollar inventory 
limits have been set for each class of material for each 
month of the year. These limits are based on the sales 
estimate for each month. The limits can be readily 
changed by manipulating the number of days supply to be 
carried. For instance, if a 30 day supply is equivalent 
to$20,000, the dollar limit can be increased or decreased 
by adjusting the number of days supply on hand. 
Accurate usage fi gures are maintained by keeping 
perpetual records on critical items, and frequent physical 
counts on less critical inventory. Foremen keep scrap 
records so that usage figures will not be distorted. 
Obsolete items are removed from inventory as soon as possible 
by transferring them to a sister plant which can use them, 
by returning them all to the supplier for credit, if they 
can be resold, or by simply junking them. Safety stocks 
are kept only on a few key items and no buffer stock is 
kept on about 85% of the inventory items. 
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A fa~t turning inventory ha3 resulte~ with 
.inventory turning over about 8 or 9 time• a ro~r Wb&D 
it used to average 6. 
ot invanto~ has resulted in funds of ov~r tlOQ,OOO 
being ~leased to the company for other obligationa9 
I 
T.hio saving has r~sult~d by employing strict pwooed~r.m~ 
at a dozen plants, all of which manu.faoturott storage 
batteriea. 
Recordkee~i~ 
A. Paint Manufactu~er 
It appears that some improvement could be made in the 
recordkeeping functions of this inventory aystea. Physic-
al counts need not be taken each day. This function 
should be performed once a week on a t~peoified da7, 'l~ura­
day, for instance, and orders placed on Frida:. Some 
economy would result in not taking as manJ inventor16a 
and by creating all purchase order~ tor the week at on~ 
time. A key figure that is being i~nored ' at present is 
the usage figure~ The material control card at pre~ent 
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An improvement would be to include a usage figure 
calculated periodicallJ such as in the followinss 
- --
Min - 10 Max- 30 
BLACK PIGMENT-50# BAG- NATIONAL LEAD BROOKIXW, N.Y .. 
l)A.U 
- - ~I! /w ~ 
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~ .. ").- 20 \y 
.l.O 
2.S' 
'1 
I mproved Material Record Card 
Figure 18 
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Usage patterns could then be developed and orders coul4 
be placed on that basis. The amount at which the supplier 
gives a price concession must also be considered when 
placing an order. One further improvement would be to 
file inventory record cards alphabeticallJ behind the 
supplier's name card so that each item that that vendor 
supplies can be reviewed at once. At preaen~ each card 
is filed alphabetically by item name. A central alpha-
betical index would be necessary, however, in order to 
locate an item quickly and direct the clerk to the proper 
vendor. 
B. Battert Separator Manufacturer 
The onlJ criticism that is in order seems to be that the 
•c• items are controlled too closely. Perpetual inventor,r 
' 
cards should not be maintained for each "C" itea. The •-
controls that are used in ••• and "B" ite~ should not be 
used to control '*c" items since this involve• a great deal 
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of unnecessary clerical expense, as well as , valuable 
time on data process ing equipment. It appears that 
periodic inventories should be scheduled on 11 C11 items , 
and with min-max. controls, the result would be good 
control for little expense. This proposal has been 
suggested to the inventory control supervisor at this 
plant and the proposal is being investigated. 
c. Battery Manufacturer 
The recordkeeping procedure at this plant improved 
immeasurably since a new tub file system of overlapping 
cards was installed earlier this year. Prior, to that 
t ime , loose leaf notebooks were used to keep sketchy 
inventory records. For a sample of the new card see 
page 67. The system is kept in a desk drawer and all 
inventory balances, including in-process and finished 
batteries, are maintained in it. 
Thus far, it seems that more time is spent posting 
records than in the past, but records are now more com-
plete, more accurate, and more- informative. Material 
receipts, on order, on hand and usage are calculated on 
the material cards. Certain items, key, critical ones, 
are recorded perpetually, others are posted periodically 
and usage fi gures calculated from receipts and on-hand 
balances. 
Storeskeeping 
A. Paint and Separator anufacturer 
The storeskeeping functions at the paint and separator 
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plants are very similar and will be considered together. 
Both plants use combustibile materials and utilize ex-
plosion proof buildings. A great deal of care must be 
exercised in keeping the storage areas neat, clean, and 
well ventilated. Ne i t h er plant uses a central stores 
area since they keep raw materi als close to the using 
machines. Materials are not formally issued at either 
plant because the workers take t he materials as they are 
needed. Stori ng materials centrally and formally issuing 
them to workers would be a needless expense in both cases. 
B. Battery Manufacturer 
Little improvement can be made at t he plant of the 
battery manufacturer s ince the volume of business has 
outgrown the limited facilities at t h e present location. 
New equipment, machines, and procedures require more floor 
area which are lacking at present. However, because of 
the l i mited area and, until a new plant i s bui lt, storage 
areas have been established in rac ks and bi ns wherewer a 
spot can be found i n order to uti lize square footage above 
the floor toward the ceiling. Lighter materi als such as 
separators, cartons, vent caps, plastic battery wrappers 
etc. have been placed on racks and heavier items such as 
finished batteries, cases, covers etc. have been stored 
under them on t h e floor. 
Materials, currently, are stored neatly and marked 
properly, but due to cramped quarters must be located 
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away from using facilities and often in inaccessible 
locations. This situation can be rectified only by 
moving to a plant with a larger floor area. 
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